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QUESTION 1

Your application images are built wing Cloud Build and pushed to Google Container Registry (GCR). You want to be
able to specify a particular version of your application for deployment based on the release version tagged in source
control. What would you do when you push the image? 

A. Reference the image digest in the source control tag. 

B. Supply the source control tag as a parameter within the image name. 

C. Use Cloud Build to include the release version tag in the application image. 

D. Use GCR digest versioning to match the image to the tag in source control. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company is developing applications that are deployed on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). Each team manages
a different application. You need to create the development and production environments for each team, while
minimizing costs. Different teams should not be able to access other teams’ environments. What should you do? 

A. Create one GCP Project per team. In each project, create a cluster for Development and one for Production. Grant
the teams IAM access to their respective clusters. 

B. Create one GCP Project per team. In each project, create a cluster with a Kubernetes namespace for Development
and one for Production. Grant the teams IAM access to their respective clusters. 

C. Create a Development and a Production GKE cluster in separate projects. In each cluster, create a Kubernetes
namespace per team, and then configure Identity Aware Proxy so that each team can only access its own namespace. 

D. Create a Development and a Production GKE cluster in separate projects. In each cluster, create a Kubernetes
namespace per team, and then configure Kubernetes Role-based access control (RBAC) so that each team can only
access its own namespace. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/prep-kubernetes-engine-for-prod#roles_and_groups 

 

QUESTION 3

You support a high-traffic web application that runs on Google Cloud Platform (GCP). You need measure application
reliability from a user perspective without making any engineering changes to it. What should you do? (Choose two.) 

A. Review current application metrics and add new ones as needed. 

B. Modify the code to capture additional information for user interaction. 

C. Analyze the web proxy logs only and capture response time of each request. 

D. Create new synthetic clients to simulate a user journey using the application. 
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E. Use current and historic Request Logs to trace customer interaction with the application. 

Correct Answer: DE 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/adopting-slos#choosing_a_measurement_method 

 

QUESTION 4

You are running an application on Compute Engine and collecting logs through Stackdriver. You discover that some
personally identifiable information (PII) is leaking into certain log entry fields. All PII entries begin with the text userinfo.
You want to capture these log entries in a secure location for later review and prevent them from leaking to Stackdriver
Logging. What should you do? 

A. Create a basic log filter matching userinfo, and then configure a log export in the Stackdriver console with Cloud
Storage as a sink. 

B. Use a Fluentd filter plugin with the Stackdriver Agent to remove log entries containing userinfo, and then copy the
entries to a Cloud Storage bucket. 

C. Create an advanced log filter matching userinfo, configure a log export in the Stackdriver console with Cloud Storage
as a sink, and then configure a log exclusion with userinfo as a filter. 

D. Use a Fluentd filter plugin with the Stackdriver Agent to remove log entries containing userinfo, create an advanced
log filter matching userinfo, and then configure a log export in the Stackdriver console with Cloud Storage as a sink. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://medium.com/google-cloud/fluentd-filter-plugin-for-google-cloud-data-loss-prevention-api-42bbb1308e76 

 

QUESTION 5

You are creating Cloud Logging sinks to export log entries from Cloud Logging to BigQuery for future analysis. Your
organization has a Google Cloud folder named Dev that contains development projects and a folder named Prod that
contains production projects. Log entries for development projects must be exported to dev_dataset, and log entries for
production projects must be exported to prod_dataset. You need to minimize the number of log sinks created, and you
want to ensure that the log sinks apply to future projects. What should you do? 

A. Create a single aggregated log sink at the organization level. 

B. Create a log sink in each project. 

C. Create two aggregated log sinks at the organization level, and filter by project ID. 

D. Create an aggregated log sink in the Dev and Prod folders. 

Correct Answer: D 
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